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Company Profile



With over 25 years industry experience, We are one of the UK's largest
installers and suppliers of pressure vessels for carbon dioxide and

Industrial Air Gases. Based in the North West, We also supply a variety of
gas storage solutions throughout Europe and North Africa.

 
We pride ourselves on having an outstanding track record, a satisfied
customer base and, most of all, excellent quality gas tank installations

which can be visited in a whole host of business sectors including
Brewing, Food Processing, Soft drinks, Welding, Greenhouses & Nuclear.

 
IGC started as a small company with the vision to bring competition for

the nationally based industrial gas providers. We have pushed
boundaries, brought change to the industry and, as a result, IGC now
provide gas tank contract rentals to clients previously bound to one

company for their gas and tank business.

About Us



Over the past year 430 new
breweries have opened throughout

the UK which is the highest
number ever recorded according
to the Good Beer Guide 2012 and
IGC are playing a significant part in

the growth and success. 
 

IGC Engineering Ltd has helped to
contribute towards this growth and

success, by allowing a large
number of breweries throughout
the United Kingdom, to keep one
step ahead of the competition in

this fast growing market.
 

BrewDog, one of IGC Engineering's
valued customers, is a prime

example of this great success.
 

Other companies using an IGC
carbon dioxide pressure vessel

which have benefitted from growth
and success include Heineken UK
Ltd, St Austell Brewery and Aston

Manor Brewery.



We can supply storage vessels in varying sizes, refurbish, and even offer
engineering services that we believe sets the benchmark in the

industry. This comprehensive package comes tailored to company size,
gas usage, and industry through a technical review carried out by one

of our experienced engineers 
 

We pride ourselves on personal and tailored approach towards
companies, even offering periodic reviews into their usage to

supplement any changing supply needs or expansion programmes.
 

Our comprehensive website outlines the range of services available and
sectors covered. If you too, like many companies, are looking at

measures to streamline your processes and outgoings, then IGC could
just make a real difference to you.

Tailored approach



The traditional way most other Industrial gas companies operate is that
they install their own pressure vessel and then the customer receives
product/gas off them throughout the contract. This ties your company

into your gas supplier for the term of your contract and should the price
of gas increase, which it will, you have no ability to get a competitive

quote. This is where IGC Engineering is different.
 

As we provide the pressure vessel, the instillation and inspection under
our contract you have the flexibility to choose your 3rd party company to
supply the gas, giving you a more competitive edge. This is why so many

companies are choosing to use an IGC Pressure Vessel. This flexible
approach and our commitment to customer service and quality have

enabled IGC to grow our business in a comparative market. This, mixed
with outstanding quality and company customer service, is the reason

why IGC Engineering has grown to the extent it has today.
 

If you are considering carrying out any trial work, new applications
whether it be for food, soft drinks, or any industrial process that would
benifit from initial project work, without the need to commit to a long

term arrangement than IGC Engineering are able to assist.

Rent a Pressure Vessel with IGC - and Enjoy a More
Cost Effective & Flexible Approach



Contact Us

If you're in the brewery
industry and would like to
take advantage of this fast
growing market why not

consider an IGC pressure
vessel today?

GET IN TOUCH 
 

IGC Engineering Ltd. 
263 Spendmore Lane Coppull,

Lancashire, PR7 5OF (UK) 
T: +44 7931 765 454 

 
chrishamtettigc@onetel.com 

www.igc-pressure-vessels.co.uk


